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Abstract
In this paper, an assessment for students’ ability in critical thinking within statistics content is discussed. Despite instructors’ awareness on critical thinking as one of essentials 21st century skills, it remains unclear about how to develop the instructional framework for teaching, learning and assessing critical thinking in statistics domain. Moreover, there is an urgency to reform statistics classroom include; the way instructor teach statistics, the way students learn statistics and how to assess statistics learning outcomes to support critical thinking. In order to identify and design the critical thinking framework, the objectives of this study are; 1. To highlights issues related to assessing statistical reasoning and thinking for educators instructional strategies. 2. To provide a framework for assessing statistical reasoning and thinking. 3. To develop instructional design for teaching thinking in statistics classroom. The implications for classroom teaching will be explored through final examination results. The challenges are identified and new directions for promoting critical thinking in statistics classroom are identified.
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Introduction

Improving teaching and learning statistics has been extensively discussed in several literatures (e.g., Ben-Zvi & Garfield, 2005; Chance, 2002; English & Watson, 2015; Garfield & Chance, 2000; Garfield & Ben-Zvi, 2007; Jones et al., 2001; Pfannkuch & Wild, 2004; Sedlmeier, 2000; Tishkovskaya & Lancaster, 2012) and the research in statistics education is continuously demanding especially in the current technology advancement and new challenge such as in the area of data science and big data.

Teaching statistics with emphasize on statistical thinking, use more data and concepts, and fostering active learning were proposed by Cobb (1992). Such areas appear particularly important with the exponential increase demand for data analytics due to data collection capabilities in the era of big data. For such reason, the traditional teaching and learning practices are unpromising in helping student’s to think with data (McNamara, 2015). For example, Finzer (2013) suggested integration of data science into content area can be important consideration to inculcate learners with data as the habits of mind. The role of data is also discussed by Neuman et al. (2013) in which real-life data is important for illustrating statistical concepts, practice calculations, and application of statistics.

Statistical investigation is known as the process of conducting investigations from data collection, to exploring data, to statistical inference, to drawing appropriate conclusions (Chance et al., 2015). Moore (1990) pointed out that data should be viewed as numbers with context. The interpretation of statistical result should be delivered into its context or else students are not learning the process of statistical investigations. Moreover, integrating context of a problem with its statistical results increase the opportunities of students to interact, interpret and draw conclusions about data (Pfannkuch & Wild, 2003).

Learning statistics means learning to communicate using the statistical language, solving statistical problems, drawing conclusions, and supporting conclusions by explaining the reasoning behind them (Garfield, 1995). One reform has focused on content and pedagogy, shifting the focus from computation and procedures to an emphasis on statistical reasoning and thinking (Moore, 1997).

Clarifying statistical learning outcomes can help statistics instructors better to design and use appropriate assessment to align with the learning goals highlighted and value by current research in statistics education. These outcomes refer to statistical literacy, statistical reasoning and statistical thinking. In this paper, an assessment of students’ ability in statistical reasoning and thinking skills are presented and discussed. For this purpose a selected topic for final examination evaluation is constructed according to framework developed by DelMas (2002b).

Problem Statement

The need to reform statistics classroom includes; the way instructor teach statistics, the way students learn statistics and how to assess statistical learning outcomes specifically statistical reasoning and thinking. In addition to using lecture-and-listen format predominantly, many such courses heavily rely on having students do assignments in textbooks or in computer labs, and take multiple choice or traditional
tests emphasizing formulae, rote memorization skills and procedural knowledge, as opposed to conceptual knowledge of statistics (Garfield, 1995).

This is why students often see the content as a sequential set of tools and procedures and do not see how the concepts are interrelated (Garfield & Ben-Zvi, 2009). Ben-Zvi & Garfield (2015) highlighted that the main argument about statistics education is the traditional approaches of teaching statistics focus on procedures and computations skills which do not expose students to reason and think statistically. For example, as presented by Friel, et al. (2006) many students are taught mean, median, mode, and graphs with an emphasis on how to construct them rather than how to use them to think with data. An emphasis on students’ development of conceptual understanding rather than a focus on procedural knowledge are highlighted by Garfield & Chance (2002).

On the other hand, higher order thinking skill requires learner to embrace critical, reflective, metacognitive and creative thinking. Specifically in statistics education, reflecting about data, interpreting it and making decision are one of essential processes in statistical investigations. Therefore, using data to extract meaning and insight about real context and real situation should be an important outcome in statistics classroom. However, it can only achievable if the instructors are motivated to go beyond procedures and computations.

Hence, we believed that the ability to develop statistical investigations process through reasoning and thinking are more crucial rather than ability to grasp merely on the statistical procedures. Currently, such skills are not reflected as the learning outcomes in a statistics classroom. We would expect greater learning outcomes as suggested in Friedrich et al. (2000) to teach statistics that highlight reasoning, understanding and interpretation of data rather than merely computation of statistical formulas.

Assessment alone may not sufficient to inform instructor about students’ disposition in statistical reasoning. Those with poor statistical reasoning disposition can still do well in final examination (Chance & Garfield, 2001). Therefore, an on-going research study is conducted in order to discover ways for developing effective culture of thinking in statistics classroom in transferring and strengthening statistical literacy skills, ability to think and reason statistically among engineering students at Universiti Malaysia Perlis. Therefore, to achieve the educational goal, the objectives of this study are; 1. To highlights issues related to assessing statistical reasoning and thinking for educators instructional strategies. 2. To provide a framework for assessing statistical reasoning and thinking. 3. To develop instructional design for teaching thinking in statistics classroom

Statistical Literacy, Reasoning and Thinking

The definition of statistical reasoning and thinking is not defined in common. There are a lot of definitions given in the literatures. Among the definition is; it may be defined as the way people reason with statistical ideas and make sense of statistical information (Garfield, et al. 2003). To understand how statistical literacy, reasoning, thinking have been described in the literatures, we presented the definitions in the following sub-section.
Statistical Literacy

“Statistical literacy is defined as the ability to interpret, critically evaluate, and if needed communicate about statistical information, arguments, and messages” (Gal, 2002, p.1). In Garfield et al. (2003) it includes “understanding words and symbols, being able to read and interpret graphs and terms” (p.3). Meanwhile, Wallman (1993) “argued that statistical literacy is the ability to understand and critically evaluate statistical results that permeate daily life, coupled with the ability to appreciate the contributions that statistical thinking can make in public and private, professional and personal decisions” (as cited in Gal, 2002, p.2).

Statistical Reasoning

“Statistical reasoning may be defined as the way people reason with statistical ideas and make sense of statistical information” (Garfield & Gal, 1999, p.2). It can be interpreted as ability to use sets of data for making interpretations, how to represent data, or summarizing data with statistical measures (Garfield et al., 2003). Garfield et al. (2003) added that connecting statistical concept such as measure of central tendency with spread would help to deepen understanding and increase ability to explain statistical process and interpret statistical results.

Statistical Thinking

“Statistical thinking involves an understanding of why and how statistical investigations are conducted and the “big ideas” that underlie statistical investigations” (Garfield et al., 2003, p.8). Moreover, statistical thinkers should be able to solve a given problem or statistical study through analyzing, synthesizing and evaluating the results and critique (Garfield et al., 2003). Chance (2002) defined that statistical thinking is beyond the literacy and ability to reason such that the statistical process can be seen as a whole which include the capability of answering ‘why’, to understand the relationship and meaning of variation in a process.

Apart from the definition of statistical literacy, reasoning and thinking, an appropriate assessment of those skills are extremely important. The assessment methods are often focus on the application of correct formulas, correct statistical computations and the choice of graphical presentations as well as lack of evaluating statistics content with context (Garfield & Gal, 1999). Students’ should be able to interpret statistical information or arguments. However, is not adequate if the questions constructed focus on “right or wrong”, and therefore limited reflection on students’ reasoning and thinking processes abilities (Gal & Garfield, 1997). Therefore, an appropriate assessment method are required for evaluating statistical reasoning, that reveal students’ thinking as they choose and apply statistical tools, when they make sense of data, interpret results, and draw conclusions (Garfield & Gal, 1999).

Although statistical literacy, reasoning and thinking may best be assessed through classroom activities, communication with students (e.g., interviews or observations) or by examining students work from a statistics project, a well- prepared and designed paper-and-pencil instruments can be used to gather some limited indicators of students’ nature of thinking process.
Relationship between Statistical Literacy, Reasoning and Thinking

The concepts of statistical literacy, reasoning, thinking can be interpreted as three instructional domains and can be overlap DelMas (2002b). DelMas (2002b) focused on what students can do with the content rather than the content itself. Figure 1 shows the three domains illustrated in DelMas (2002b). Statistical literacy plays an important foundation to statistical reasoning and thinking.

![Diagram showing the relationship between literacy, reasoning, and thinking](image)

Figure 1: Outcomes of statistics education: Reasoning and thinking within literacy.

DelMas (2002b) proposed words used to distinguish the goals of statistical literacy (SL), reasoning (SR) and thinking (ST). The list of words is given by Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic Literacy</th>
<th>Reasoning</th>
<th>Thinking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identify</td>
<td>Why?</td>
<td>Apply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Describe</td>
<td>How?</td>
<td>Critique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rephrase</td>
<td>Explain the process</td>
<td>Evaluate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translate</td>
<td></td>
<td>Generalized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpret</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: List of words use to distinguish three instructional domains

In the following section, we presented the revised Bloom’s taxonomy. This taxonomy was used as the basis for developing assessments instruments. Our objective is to establish appropriate assessment instruments through combination of revised Bloom’s taxonomy and SL, SR and ST skills.
Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy

The revised Bloom’s taxonomy by Anderson & Krathwohl (2001) as in (Forehand, 2010) used verbs instead of noun for the cognitive domain. The cognitive levels are as follows:

Table 2: Revised Bloom’s taxonomy for learning, teaching and assessing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Remember</td>
<td>Retrieving, recognizing, and recalling relevant knowledge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understand</td>
<td>Constructing meaning from oral, written, and graphic messages through interpreting, exemplifying, classifying, summarizing, inferring, comparing, and explaining.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apply</td>
<td>Carrying out or using a procedure through executing, or implementing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyze</td>
<td>Breaking material into constituent parts, determining how the parts relate to one another and to an overall structure or purpose through differentiating, organizing, and attributing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluate</td>
<td>Making judgments based on criteria and standards through checking and critiquing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create</td>
<td>Putting elements together to form a coherent or functional whole; reorganizing elements into a new pattern or structure through generating, planning, or producing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparative Thinking

Higher possibility of learning is expected when students are able to make comparisons Silver (2010). According to Silver (2010) comparison technique helps students to strengthen their ability to recall and remember main idea through analyzing pairs of idea and capturing the similarities and differences. This method can be helpful in classroom situations such as introducing concepts or recall prior knowledge that is related to new content. There are four phases of compare and contrast strategy introduced by Silver (2010) for a classroom phase; there are description, comparison, conclusion, application.

The advantage of comparative thinking through capturing similarities and differences provides a deeper thinking about concepts and can be used to trigger questions which required students to reason and think critically. Therefore, question such as “What is (are) evidence does (do) you have to support your conclusion?” could develop thinking as a habit of mind and deepen their learning. Moreover, questioning technique improves engagement and the opportunities to reflect develop students’ metacognitive skills.

In the following section, the assessment of SL, SR and ST within revised Bloom’s taxonomy using similarities and differences method are discussed. The implications for improving classroom practices will be explored.
Methodology

In this study, a quantitative method was applied. Students’ final examination scores served as indicators to evaluate their thinking process with respect to SL, SR, ST.

Participants

The participants were 1022 engineering students from eighteen engineering programs. The Engineering Statistics (EQT271) course is the only required statistics course. This course was scheduled during their second year of study.

Instrumentation

There were five topics in the subject; Basic to Engineering Statistics, Probability Distributions, Statistical Inference (Single and Two Populations), Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) (One-Way ANOVA, Randomized Complete Block Design, Two Factor Factorial Design) and the last chapter is Simple Linear Regression. The examination paper consists of five questions (Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4,Q5) and the composition of the examination component is 50%.

Table 3: Course outcomes (CO) and cognitive level based on revised Bloom’s Taxonomy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CO</th>
<th>Remember, Understand, Apply</th>
<th>Ability to understand, apply and explain the basic concepts of statistics.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO2</td>
<td>Remember, Understand, Apply, Analyze</td>
<td>Ability to solve problems using suitable statistical inference.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO3</td>
<td>Remember, Understand, Apply, Analyze</td>
<td>Ability to construct the model and analyze the result from ANOVA table and simple linear regression.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO4</td>
<td>Remember, Understand, Apply</td>
<td>Ability to apply the basic methodology of nonparametric statistics to solve engineering problems.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Topics evaluated in EQT271 final examination paper

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Question 1 (Q1)</td>
<td>Simple Linear Regression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 2 (Q2)</td>
<td>Two-Way Analysis of Variance With Replication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 3 (Q3)</td>
<td>Randomized Complete Block Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 4 (Q4)</td>
<td>Statistical Inference for Two Populations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 5 (Q5)</td>
<td>Non-Parametric Test</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To assess SL, SR, ST outcomes, we choose the topic of simple linear regression as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Questions designed to assess SL, SR, and ST were constructed using simple linear regression learning outcomes

Seven sub-questions or items were constructed based on given statistical problem (Question 1) as in Figure 2. Two different outputs from two types machines (Machine A and B) were given. From the given linear regression outputs, questions assessed students’ SL, SR and ST skills are shown in Figure 3.

Based on the Output 1.1 and 1.2, answer the following questions:

(a) This statement “The line describes by the regression equation attempts to minimize the number of points it touches” is wrong. Write the correct statement.
(b) Compute $r^2$ for both regression analysis.
(c) Sketch the possible scatter plots for machine A and B data sets. Interpret the relationship between the variables.
(d) Is there any significance linear relationship between hours of machine used and the size of off-target at $\alpha = 0.10$ for machine A? Perform the appropriate hypothesis test and state your conclusion.
(e) Comment on the regression model adequacy for both machines.
(f) Determine when the product will be 2 mm off-target for both machines?
(g) Suggest which machine you want to use? Support your answer by evaluating your findings in (e) and (f).

Figure 3: Statistical literacy, reasoning and assessment

Therefore, we mapped each question based on the revised Bloom’s Taxonomy given by Table 3.
The expected outcomes: Students should be able to:

a. Understand
   - recognize that the statement is wrong based on the keywords “minimize the number of points it touches”.
   - rewrite the correct statements by using the concept of least squares method.

b. Apply
   - compute of coefficient of determination.

c. Analyze
   - connect and extend statistical information using Question b, Output 1 and 2.
   - interpret coefficient of determination.

d. Evaluate
   - perform hypothesis test and evaluate the result to make conclusion.

e. Analyze
   - recognize, relate and compare statistical results provided by Output 1 and 2.
   - evaluate appropriate statistical results and make conclusion about model adequacy.

f. Understand
   - identify and write the regression equation.
   - use the regression equation for the given problem.

g. Analyze
   - relate and judge statistical information from Question e and f.
   - give reasoning according to decision made.

Meanwhile, Table 4 shows the example of applications of the three instructional domains based on DelMas (2002b). We applied the domains to assess statistical literacy, reasoning and thinking.

Table 5: Mapping the three instructional domains based on DelMas (2002b)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>SL</td>
<td>identify and rephrase to correct statement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>SL</td>
<td>carry out simple computations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>SL,SR, ST</td>
<td>Using statistical information, students should reflect their understanding about relationship between variables and how to construct scatter plot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>SL,SR, ST</td>
<td>evaluate result from the hypothesis procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>SL,SR, ST</td>
<td>evaluate model adequacy based on given statistical information and results from hypothesis test.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>SL</td>
<td>carry out simple computations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>SL,SR</td>
<td>use suitable information to make decision and justify reasoning.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Data Analysis

The students’ score for each of the questions were compared. Their SL, SR and ST abilities were compared throughout engineering background. In addition, Question 5 tested focused on procedures and computations and used to identify the gap between computational abilities and SL, SR and ST abilities.

Results

Table 6 shows the descriptive statistics. Question 1 gives the lowest average scores. On the other hand, Question 5 is the highest average score.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Descriptive Statistics</th>
<th>Q1</th>
<th>Q2</th>
<th>Q3</th>
<th>Q4</th>
<th>Q5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>3.518</td>
<td>5.358</td>
<td>5.213</td>
<td>4.874</td>
<td>6.394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>0.758</td>
<td>0.717</td>
<td>0.647</td>
<td>0.682</td>
<td>0.576</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7 shows the heat map for all eighteen engineering program (RK). The results showed that students’ were not able to apply simple linear regression concepts tested in Question 1. On the other hand, they performed well in Question 5. This is clearly due to computation based assessment items. In contrast, Question 1 requires understanding about the concepts before students were able to determine the solution. In addition, there are sub-questions in Question 1 which require them to analyze statistical information before they would able to make justification. Therefore, based on the scores, it shows the inability of students to use statistical knowledge (SL, SR and ST) and apply to new situation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Engineering Programme</th>
<th>Q1</th>
<th>Q2</th>
<th>Q3</th>
<th>Q4</th>
<th>Q5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO3 10%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RK01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RK05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RK07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RK08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RK12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RK13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RK23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RK24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RK28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RK32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RK45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RK56</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RK84</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RK85</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RK86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RK89</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We use the heat map to compare performance between the engineering programs. Based on Table 8, RK28 (Bioprocess Engineering) was the top performer. Meanwhile RK45 (Electrical Industries Engineering) and RK84 (Product Design Engineering) were the bottom two. The performance based on engineering programs could be affected by their academic background and qualifications.

**Discussion: Challenges and New Direction**

The primary goal in statistics education is to enable students to produce reasoned descriptions, judgments, inferences and opinions about data (Garfield, 1998). (Garfield & Ben-zvi, 2005) suggest that several assessing reasoning using variability. Therefore, it can be applied through identifying patterns of variability in a regression model. For this purpose, we use comparative thinking to observe the patterns of variability from two different data sets (regression outputs). This allows students to identify; compare, explain, evaluate and make connections between the outputs. Such process of thinking requires them to think and reason statistically.
However, based on the examination scores, the low achievement from higher order thinking questions and inability to linking concept to context were identified. Therefore, an action research should be conducted by the instructors to design classroom practices with appropriate instructional strategies to support SR and ST. It is clear that students need to be supported with thinking routine activities and appropriate thinking tools while in the statistics classroom. In addition, students’ process of reasoning and thinking skillful should be visible. It allows instructors to plan and create culture of thinking classroom environment and innovative approaches for achieving the course learning outcomes to guide students’ metacognitive process.

The thinking routine activities and making thinking visible technique were implemented throughout SEMESTER II 2017/2018. This was our first step to inculcate culture of thinking classroom. With the initiatives and continuous monitoring, we hope that the new learning approach helps to enrich students experience in learning statistics, developing statistical competency, SL, SR, and ST skills. However, there are few limitations identified. The following are the new challenges need to be further explored:

1. Students’ and instructors’ should aware of the crucial needs to innovate from traditional classroom to culture of thinking classroom environment
2. The traditional teaching (teacher-centered) approach need to be replaced to student-centered and active learning to support development of SL, SR, and ST.
3. Encouragement from the management. The management and instructor should show that their value thinking and SL, SR, and ST as the learning outcomes of statistics course over computation or procedures focus in classroom environment and assessment.
4. A well-structured teaching plan, approach, technique and tools are necessary for the instructor to bring appropriate statistics content to the thinking routine activities that support development of SL, SR, and ST.
5. The examination oriented system shape students attitude towards learning. Thinking routine activities were not successful due to the long-term educational training which focused on memorization and computation. Some of the group activities were not actively involved by the group members and failed to reflect their understanding of content, reasoning and thinking skills.
6. To assess SR and ST, the questions constructed minimize computations and focused more on students’ ability to use statistical information provided. This type of questions was found with lowest average marks.

Therefore, we believed more action research projects need to be carefully designed to determine the best model of instructional practices in developing SL, SR and ST. Few directions of the research study were identified:

1. Game-based learning to support understanding of statistical concepts.
2. Blended-learning approach can be implemented so that the more time in the classroom can be allocated to the process of skillful thinking within statistics learning outcomes-making students’ thinking visible should be encourage and valued, allow thinking time and peer to peer learning, use questioning strategy to deepen understanding, major focus is students’ the learning process not for learning for examination purpose.
3. Statistics instructors should work together to plan and reflect upon the outcomes or feedbacks obtain from the action research projects. It is part of instructor professional development.

Conclusion

Statistics course has been and will be continuously benefited to engineering students. While many of statistics education literatures are increasingly put into efforts to defined and suggest ways to develop SL, SR and ST, implementing the three domains in our higher education institution is a challenging task. In this paper, we presented our experience in the implementation of SL, SR and ST in statistics classroom. Apart from students’ readiness and awareness to move from traditional setting of teacher-centered classroom and learning statistics as they learnt mathematics, these obstacles may need extra focus and work from the instructors to innovate statistics classroom. University management must promote innovation and acknowledge instructors who are willing to give effort, time and energy to enrich students’ learning experience.

It is an important remark that promoting culture of thinking within statistics classroom is impossible when instructors act as the source of information. The role of instructor has changed from that of "source of information" to "facilitator of learning" (Garfield 1993). In addition, instructor motivation and understanding the ‘why’ behind SL, SR and ST skills is essential before any thinking routines activities are implemented. Other theory of learning for example constructivist learning approach can be adopted for developing SL, SR and ST skills.

We adopt the revised Bloom’s taxonomy as the foundation to statistics assessment and the taxonomy is also in accordance to Outcome Based Education implemented here in our institution, UniMAP. However, putting revised Bloom’s in the context of statistics content and outcomes would not be directly implemented. This is our challenge and currently continuous projects are being monitored to integrate the taxonomy within statistics content and pedagogy. By using revised Bloom’s taxonomy and three instructional statistical cognitive domains (literacy, reasoning and thinking), we hope that it could be used as basic framework to guide instructional designs. In addition, the current educational technology advancement through learning management system such as Moodle or UniMAP e-learning will be an advantage for instructors to determine other factors that may affect students’ cognitive and behaviorism towards statistical reasoning and thinking. This is our next research direction, to explore the most effective instructional techniques and to develop models of how students shape their statistical understanding.
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